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ACOUSTIC TRATMENTS FOR INDOOR ENVIRONMENTS

FORM MEETS SUBSTANCE:
DESIGN SOLUTIONS FOR
YOUR COMFORT
Isolspace is a brand by Tecnasfalti Isolmant, a company that has been in the insulation
industry for more than 40 years.
The Isolspace range includes unique products that deliver acoustic comfort while meeting
design requirements. These solutions have excellent sound-absorbing properties, are highly
customizable and can be integrated into any environment with style and personality.

ISOLSPACE IS CLOSE TO YOU
Isolspace is a trusted partner that supports its customers at every stage of the purchasing
process: from designing the most suitable solution to standard and customized production.

SUSTAINABLE COMFORT
At the heart of our solutions is a special fiber called ISOLFIBTEC, a totally non-toxic and
non-allergenic fiber that can be applied visibly in any environment.
In addition to being water-repellent, it helps prevent buildup of dust, mites and moisture and
can be handled without any protection. Isolspace solutions are also thermally bonded, so
they are free of any phenolic or formaldehyde binders.
ISOLFIBTEC is a sustainable and environmentally friendly material: the fiber is obtained from
pre- and post-consumer recycled materials.

THE SOLUTION

THE SOLUTION

STYLE

STYLE FRAME

The only one-of-a-kind sound absorbing panel that transforms the way you want,
thanks to virtually endless customization options.
You can use the panel in its Black&White version leaving the white or black fiber
exposed, print personalized images and photos on the Original version or choose
the Pantone® variant with its infinite range of colors.
Give your walls a unique look by using standard formats or made-to-measure cuts
and enjoy a true work of art that ensures the greatest possible acoustic comfort.

Style Frame is the great new product launched by Isolspace! The customizable
Style acoustic panel becomes a veritable canvas, to blend into any type of
environment.
Made with a rigid core, it is covered with printed fabric on the entire visible
surface, including the edges, thus meeting specific taste and application
requirements.

THE SOLUTION

STYLE MAFRIC
Style Mafric is an acoustic panel that embraces the concept of circular economy to
eliminate all waste and give new life to materials that would otherwise be discarded. Indeed, Mafric panels are finished with wax cotton canvas recovered from the
production waste of the eponymous clothing brand that works with social tailors in
Italy. An original, unique and upcycled limited edition collection.

ACOUSTICS AND CONVENIENCE COMBINED

INDUSTRIAL CHIC STYLE

SKY

INDUSTRY

Sky is an acoustic panel made of
ISOLFIBTEC fiber that is perfectly suited
for quick and easy installation in modular
false ceiling frames.
Lightweight, convenient and customizable, it is available in white, black and
mélange grey, but you can choose any
Pantone® color and design your own
checkerboard to give an extra twist of
character to any room.

Isolspace Industry is particularly suitable
for industrial environments, including
applications, as it is designed to provide
high sound absorption even at very low
frequencies.
Available in anthracite grey and ice
white, with two thickness and three size
options, it guarantees long-lasting
performance.

